


Getting started:

1. Give each student both pages of the Holiday Bingo Word Problems worksheets.
2. Give each student a different Bingo card and a handful of counters.

3. Have all students put one counter over the “Free Space” and leave all other spaces empty.
4. Put the teacher’s answer key in front of you.

Playing the game:

1. From your answer key, randomly choose one of the problem numbers to call and say it aloud to your 
students.

2. Give students time to find that problem on their Holiday Bingo Word Problems worksheet and to solve that 
problem.  After they solve the problem, they should use a counter to cover the solution to that problem on 
their Bingo card.

3. On the calling card, put an X beside the problem number you just called.  This way you won’t repeat 
anything, and you’ll be able to easily check a student’s card when he/she calls out “Bingo.”

4. Continue calling out items until someone yells “Bingo.”  At that point, have the student show you his/her Bingo 

and check to see that you have actually called all of those problems.  No one should clear their card until you 
have confirmed the Bingo.

5. If the student does have Bingo, he/she is the winner!  Have everyone clear their cards and start the game 

again.  If the students does not have Bingo, keep calling until someone else calls “Bingo.”

BINGO Instructions
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Holiday Bingo Word Problems Name _________________________________________

#1 #2 #3

#4 #5 #6

#7 #8 #9

#10 #11 #12
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The store has 182 Christmas trees for sale.  If a 
delivery truck brings 97 more Christmas trees, 
how many Christmas trees will the store have in 

all? 

There were 102 people invited to a Christmas 
party.  If 27 people declined the invitation, how 

many people accepted the invitation?

A restaurant makes $436 on Christmas Eve and 
$228 on Christmas Day.  How much money did the 

restaurant make in all?

The grocery store has 213 Christmas cookies for 
sale. If they sold 184 of those cookies, how many 

Christmas cookies does the store have 
remaining?

Ryan has to go to the party store to buy 
Christmas supplies.  He must pick up 119 green 
napkins, 145 red plates, and 167 gold cups.  How 

many items must he purchase in all?

On Christmas Eve, Jingle Diner served 587 
customers and Rudolph Diner served 803 

customers.  How many more customers did 
Rudolph Diner serve than Jingle Diner?

Sophie and Sean have to drive 100 miles to get to 
their grandmother’s house for the Christmas 

party.  If Sophie drives the first 56 miles, how 
many miles does Sean have to drive to get there?

Isabella’s mother spent $525 in all on Christmas 
presents and Christmas decorations.  If she 

spent $349 on Christmas presents, how much did 
she spend on Christmas decorations?

Michael has made $700 selling his famous 
fruitcakes over the past two weeks. Last week 
he made $381. How much money did he make this 

week?

Carly flies to her aunt’s house for Christmas.  If 
it is 467 miles each way, how many miles will she 
fly in total to get to and from her aunt’s house?

It takes 340 minutes to prepare the Christmas 
ham and 65 minutes to prepare the Christmas 

pie.  How many more minutes does the ham take 
to prepare than the Christmas pie?

The Christmas Day parade is on television for 150 
minutes.  If Jonathon watches for 58 minutes, 
how many minutes of the parade did he miss?



Holiday Bingo Word Problems Name _________________________________________

#13 #14 #15

#16 #17 #18

#19 #20 #21

#22 #23 #24
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Ian and Joseph went to the mall.  Ian spent $327 
on Christmas gifts and and Tom spent $279 on 

Christmas gifts.  How much money did they spend 
in all?

There were 218 cups set out for a neighborhood 
Christmas dinner party.  If 49 of those cups did 

not get used, how many of those cups were 
used?

Farmer Kevin planted 713 Christmas trees.  If 
only 564 of those trees grew to full size 

Christmas trees, how many of those trees did 
not?

Farmer Rachel’s Christmas trees weigh 239 
pounds in all.  Farmer Gavin’s Christmas trees 

weigh 327 pounds in all.  How many more pounds 
of Christmas trees does Farmer Gavin have than

Farmer Rachel?

The Jones family has 478 Christmas lights on 
their house.  Their neighbors, the Franks family, 
have 521 Christmas lights on their house. How 

many Christmas lights do the families 
have on their houses altogether?

Leah drew a Christmas tree with 300 red and 
green lights.  If 97 of the lights were colored 

red, how many of the lights were colored green?

This weekend, 658 people bought either a turkey 
or a ham from the store.  If 209 people bought a 

turkey, how many people bought a ham?

Aaron is visiting his family in New York.  The bus 
to New York will take 320 minutes.  If there are 
currently 86 minutes left until the bus arrives in 
New York, how many minutes has the bus already 

been travelling?

400 people attend a Christmas party and each 
person brings a wrapped present.  If only 354 of 

the gifts are opened, how many of the gifts 
remain wrapped?

There are 562 Christmas cakes for sale today at 
the bakery.  Only 88 Christmas cakes remain at 
the end of the day.  How many Christmas cakes 

were sold today?

Mia received a video game for Christmas.  She 
earned 377 points while playing the game this 
morning and 544 points while playing the game 

this afternoon.  How many points did she earn in 
all?

Joshua walks 1,000 yards around the 
neighborhood to wish his neighbors Merry 

Christmas. He currently has 825 yards left to go.  
How many yards has he walked already?



Holiday Bingo Teacher’s Answer Key
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# Answer
Tick if 

called

1 279 Christmas trees

2 75 people

3 $664

4 29 Christmas cookies

5 431 items

6 216 more customers

7 44 miles

8 $176

# Answer
Tick if 

called

9 $319

10 934 miles

11 275 more minutes

12 92 minutes

13 $606

14 169 cups

15 149 Christmas trees

16 88 more pounds

# Answer
Tick if 

called

17 999 Christmas lights

18 203 lights

19 449 people

20 234 minutes

21 46 gifts

22 474 Christmas cakes

23 921 points

24 175 yards
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606 92 664 176

44 46 29 234 203

88 319 449 216

431 921 934 999 275
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